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DISCLAIMER 
Hedgeye Risk Management is a registered investment advisor, registered with the State of Connecticut.  Hedgeye Risk 
Management is not a broker dealer does not provide investment advice for individuals. This research does not constitute an offer to 
sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This research is presented without regard to individual investment preferences 
or risk parameters; it is general information and does not constitute specific investment advice.  This presentation is based on 
information from sources believed to be reliable. Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies or 
omissions of information.  The opinions and conclusions contained in this report are those of Hedgeye Risk Management, and are 
intended solely for the use of Hedgeye Risk Management’s clients and subscribers.  In reaching these opinions and conclusions, 
Hedgeye Risk Management and its employees have relied upon research conducted by Hedgeye Risk Management’s employees, 
which is based upon sources considered credible and reliable within the industry.  Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible 
for the validity or authenticity of the information upon which it has relied.  
 
TERMS OF USE 
This report is intended solely for the use of its recipient.  Re-distribution or republication of this report and its contents are 
prohibited.  For more detail please refer to the appropriate sections of the Hedgeye Services Agreement and the Terms of Use at 
www.hedgeye.com 

LEGAL 
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BIGGER DATA = DEEPER DIVE 

We aggregate far more data from a broader array of sources, and break it down into far more detail than our 
competitors.  In turn, we see things that our competitors don’t since they are working with inferior information. 

STRONGER EVIDENCE = STRONGER ARGUMENT 

Evidence 
(Little Data) 

Assumptions 
(Anecdotal) 

Weak 
Argument 

EVIDENCE 
(BIG DATA) 

Assumptions 
(Anecdotal) 

Strong 
Argument 

TRADITIONAL SELL-SIDE HEDGEYE INTERNET & MEDIA 
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1. Short Thesis & Update 
 

2. Refuting the Pushback 
 

3. Acquisition Target? 
 

4. Anonymous Q&A section 

YELP SHORT BEST IDEA UPDATE 
OUTLINE OF THE CALL 



YELP THESIS SUMMARY 
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• Local Advertising (83% of 2013 Revenue) 

– Product: highlighted native ads within search results 

– Revenue Source: mostly local businesses  
 

• Brand Advertising (12% of 2013 Revenue) 

– Product: Display ads on YELP’s site 

– Revenue Source: Primarily regional and national players 
 

• Other Services (5% of 2013 Revenue) 

– Product: Tools to facilitate transactions, Deals & Gift Certificates 

– Revenue Source: Partnership Agreements, Local Businesses  

 

 

YELP BUSINESS OVERVIEW 

The largest source of both revenues and revenue growth. This will be the focus of this presentation. 
LOCAL ADVERTISING IS THE MAIN DRIVER 
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1. Claimed Businesses: Businesses 
that verified with YELP that they own 
a listed business on its site 
 

2. Active Businesses: Essentially all 
paying businesses except Brand 
Advertising and Partnerships 
 

3. Customer Repeat Rate: Percentage 
of current customers that have 
advertised/paid YELP in the LTM 

YELP KEY TERMS: LOCAL ADVERTISING 

Sell-side Analysts often key in on the Cumulative Reviews and Unique Visitors to YELP’s site, but neither 
metric is directly tied to YELP revenues. 

THESE ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT METRICS  

DATA SOURCE:  COMPANY REPORTS 
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YELP SHORT: THESIS SUMMARY 

ABSURD ATTRITION RATE TO GET WORSE 
We estimate that YELP is losing the majority of its local advertising customers on an annual basis. 
Macroeconomic headwinds will exacerbate the issue, but more importantly, the risk will increase 
each year regardless 

TAM IS A FRACTION OF WHAT’S ADVERTISED 
Estimates vary for YELP’s total addressable US market, YELP has estimated as high as 27M….In 
reality, it’s closer to 170K 

2014 CONSENSUS LOFTY/2015 UNATTAINABLE 
Consensus revenues imply an acceleration in new account growth/penetration rates and/or 
improving attrition rates through 2015, we're expecting the opposite 

1 

2 

3 
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ATTRITION EXPLAINED 

“Will retention become a bigger focus for us in the 
future? Certainly although, we're still in such early days 
that acquisition is going to be the primary focus of our 
efforts for probably some long time to come now”  
– Geoff Donaker – YELP COO 
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CUSTOMER REPEAT RATE EXPLAINED 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY  TRANSCRIPTS, HEDGEYE ESTIMATES 

Prior Quarter:  
9 accounts 

Current Quarter:  
10 accounts 

Repeat Rate: 70%  
   7 repeating 
+ 3 new 
  10 accounts 

Attrition: 
  7 repeating 
- 9 prior 
 -2 accounts 

“Our customer repeat rate, defined as a 
percentage of current customers who 
advertised with us in the past twelve months” 
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1Q14 EXAMPLE (unadjusted) 
 

1. YELP had 67K customers in 4Q13,  
 

2. YELP had 74K customers in 1Q14  
 

3. 1Q14 Customer Repeat Rate was 75% 
 

4. 1Q14 Repeating Customers: 55K (74K x 75%) 
 

 

5. YELP had 67K customers in 4Q13, but only 
55K repeating customers in 1Q14, so it lost 
12K (55K-67K) customers, or 17.9% of its 
customers from 4Q13. 

ATTRITION EXAMPLE 

Any time YELP’s Repeating Customers (calculated using its stated Repeat Rate) are less than its Active 
Customers from the prior quarter, it lost customers. 

THE MATH IS SIMPLE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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ATTRITION IS A RECURRING THEME 

Every quarter since the company has gone public, it has lost a significant portion of its members on quarterly 
basis.  YELP’s is losing almost 20% of its total customers every quarter since 1Q12.   

LOSES A SIGNIFICANT PORTION EACH QUARTER 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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ANNUAL ATTRITION IS ABSURD 

Since most of YELP’s contracts are on annual terms, it is losing the majority of its customers annually, while its 
ending customer base is comprised almost entirely of new accounts signed during the course of the year. 

YELP LOSING ALMOST ALL ITS CUSTOMERS ANNUALLY? 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS, HEDGEYE  

Lost/Starting Customers: 96% 
New/Ending Customers: 98% 

Lost/Starting Customers: 90% 
New/Ending Customers: 95% 



WHY IS ATTRITION SO HIGH? 
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NOT GETTING ENOUGH BUSINESS? 

This table is a scenario analysis of the number of YELP-driven sales transactions, based on varying lead and 
conversion rates. The data output suggests a wide range of transactions on 500 impressions. 

ADS MAY NOT YIELD ENOUGH TRANSACTIONS… 

SOURCES:  GLEANSTER RESEARCH, MARKETINGSHERPA 

Digital Advertising Industry 
Notes 

 

1. Leads Rates: only 25% of leads 
are legitimate  

2. Conversion Rates: 79% of 
marketing leads never convert to 
sales 

 
Sources: Gleanster Research, MarketingSherpa 
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COST OF CONVERSION TOO HIGH? 

This is the same table, but measuring the advertising cost to acquire those transactions. YELP ads do not make 
sense unless the business has an Average Gross Profit/Transaction > Cost Per Conversion. 

ADS DON’T MAKE SENSE FOR ALL BUSINESSES 

SOURCES:  GLEANSTER RESEARCH, MARKETINGSHERPA 

Digital Advertising Industry 
Notes 

 

1. Leads Rates: only 25% of leads 
are legitimate  

2. Conversion Rates: 79% of 
marketing leads never convert to 
sales 

 
Sources: Gleanster Research, MarketingSherpa 
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MISMATCH BETWEEN USE & REVENUE 

Our proprietary poll suggests most use YELP exclusively for food/restaurants (~72%) , while revenues are less 
concentrated.  In turn, restaurants already see the material traffic, the rest don’t get enough. 

USE PRIMARILY RESTAURANTS, REVENUES MIXED 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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BCG STUDY SHOWS VARYING YIELD… 

These metrics compare incremental revenues for businesses that either advertise or have claimed pages vs. 
those without a YELP presence at all. Note that YELP helped finance the study. 

REVENUE BENEFITS VARY BY BUSINESS TYPES 

DATA SOURCE: BCG  STUDY 

Note: BCG’s Incremental Revenue 
Analysis for YELP businesses 
compares Advertising Businesses 
(green bars) and Businesses with 
Claimed Pages (blue bars) vs. 
businesses that do not have a 
YELP presence 
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INCREMENTAL IS WHAT MATTERS 

What matters is the incremental revenue yield an Advertising Business gets over a Claimed Business.  After 
considering advertising costs, the yield for some is limited and/or negative. 

INCREMENTAL SALES BETWEEN CLAIMED & ACTIVE 

DATA SOURCE: BCG  STUDY, YELP OFFICIAL BLOG 

YELP Average Local Ad ARPU 

Note: What the study should have 
compared is the advertiser ROI vs. 
a business that has claimed a 
page, not vs. a business that 
doesn’t have a YELP presence  
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INCREMENTAL SALES MIXED, BUT… 

We aggregated the BCG data and sorted the results based on YELP’s revenue concentration. Outside of 
Restaurants and Beauty & Fitness, the results look favorable, but these are revenues, not profits…. 

INCREMENTAL SALES BETWEEN CLAIMED & ACTIVE 

DATA SOURCE: BCG  STUDY, YELP OFFICIAL BLOG 
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…PROFITS TELL A DIFFERENT STORY 

YELP’s core market is local businesses; many lack economies of scale and have lower profit margins.  The 
BCG study suggests the ROI from YELP Local Advertising would be negative in many cases. 

INCREMENTAL GROSS PROFIT MAY NOT JUSTIFY COST 

DATA SOURCE: BCG  STUDY, YELP OFFICIAL BLOG 



WHY ATTRITION WILL GET WORSE 
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WHY ATTRITION WILL GET WORSE 

REVENUE TOOL: SHOOTING ITSELF IN THE FOOT 
Two risks, the tool could emphasize the limited advertising ROI that we have highlighted earlier 
or it could grossly overestimate the benefit YELP provides.  Either could push businesses away. 
 

MACROECONOMIC HEADWINDS 
We’ve experienced a sharp YTD acceleration in commodity costs. Rising input costs/pressured 
profits make advertising more discretionary.  YELP’s history suggests as much. 
 

BECAUSE YELP HAS MORE CUSTOMERS 
Unless the attrition rate improves dramatically (considerably below its historical lows), it will only 
lose more customers since its customer base is larger.  That’s just the math. 

1 

2 

3 
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REVENUE TOOL DETERS BUSINESSES 

The Tool is designed to exaggerate revenues because it is not calculated off of conversions, but leads that are 
NOT mutually exclusive events.   

LIMITED ROI OR GROSS EXAGGERATION 

DATA SOURCE: YELP 

Not Mutually Exclusive Events 
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COMMODITIES SHOCK IMPACT 

Sometimes inflation creeps up on you; sometimes, it smacks you in the face. This is the latter.  Local 
businesses will definitely notice the impact because the increase is so sudden, will need to preserve margins. 

INPUT PRICES ACCELERATING 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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ADVERTISER PENETRATION WAVERS 

This is just background info. The percentage of advertising businesses to total claimed businesses has wavered 
in the past. Particularly in 4Q10-3Q11, which saw a material decline. What happened? 

HISTORY OF ADVERTISERS VS. CLAIMED BUSINESSES 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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INPUT COSTS UP, ADVERTISING DOWN 

We’re overlaying the y/y growth in commodity prices vs. the y/y change in advertiser penetration.  As commodity 
prices increase, advertising penetration declines as local business attempt to preserve margins/profitability. 

ADVERTISING GETS THE AXE WHEN THE IS P/L PRESSURED 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

Correlation (1Q11-3Q13): -.93 
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IF COMMODITIES DON’T DECLINE… 

Commodity comps ease as we move through 2014, so the headwind will intensify on a y/y basis if commodities 
do not decline. Hedgeye Macro expects commodity inflation to continue through at least 3Q14. 

IT WILL ONLY GET WORSE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

Correlation (1Q11-3Q13): -.93 
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LONGER-TERM ONLY GETS WORSE 

If YELP is losing the majority of its customer annually, then it will only lose more customers each year as it 
grows more accounts.  YELP would need to drive attrition rates well below historical lows to reverse this trend. 

CURRENT YEAR’S GROWTH = NEW YEAR’S HEADWIND 
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2 

YELP SHORT: THESIS SUMMARY 

ABSURD ATTRITION RATE TO GET WORSE 
We estimate that YELP is losing the majority of its local advertising customers on an annual basis. 
Macroeconomic headwinds will exacerbate the issue, but more importantly, the risk will increase 
each year regardless 

TAM IS A FRACTION OF WHAT’S ADVERTISED 
Estimates vary for YELP’s total addressable US market, YELP has estimated as high as 27M….In 
reality, it’s closer to 170K  

2014 CONSENSUS LOFTY/2015 UNATTAINABLE 
Consensus revenues imply an acceleration in new account growth/penetration rates and/or 
improving attrition rates through 2015, we're expecting the opposite 
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Criteria for Advertising with YELP 

1. Affordability: Minimum cost $3,600 annually 

2. Retail: vs. B2B 
 

Composition of US Market (27M Total Businesses) 

1. Affordability: 75% earn < $100K annually 

2. Retail: 47% are primarily B2B companies 

 

 

YELP’S ADDRESSABLE US MARKET… 

YELP’s audience is primarily retail (our survey suggests 70% use exclusively for restaurants); B2B companies 
aren’t likely to advertise. Most earn less than 100K, so YELP’s smallest ad program would be prohibitive. 

NOT ALL BUSINESSES ARE APPLICABLE 

DATA SOURCE: CENSUS,  COMPANY REPORTS (YELP MAY 2012 INVESTOR CONFERENCE PRESENTATION) 

YELP Estimate for  
US Local Business 

Opportunity  
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TAM MUCH SMALLER THAN IMPLIED 

We pulled the Census data where YELP is getting its TAM estimate, and we filtered it by companies with more 
than 100K in revenue and those that cater to YELP’s audience.  3.4 million is still optimistic. 

27 MILLION…OR 3 MILLION 

DATA SOURCE: CENSUS.GOV 

? 
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BUT HOW MUCH CAN IT PENETRATE? 

Given YELP’s attrition problems, which will only intensify as its business grows, we can’t see how it could 
ever penetrate more than its peak historical rate of 5%.  Attrition will always limit account penetration. 
 

ATTRITION WILL ALWAYS DRAG ON GROWTH 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS 
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REALISTIC TAM EVEN SMALLER 

Penetration is approaching 50% when we compare YELP claimed businesses to its TAM. Realistic penetration 
is comparable given the 5% peak.  Yes, we know that YP.com (the largest US local ad platform) has 575K. 
 

PENETRATION ALREADY AT HIGH LEVELS 

DATA SOURCE: CENSUS 
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BUT YELP ISN’T YP.COM, OR DXM 

YELP has implied that YP.com accounts are a low-hanging fruit.  However the breadth of YELP’s offering is far 
more limited, and in many cases more expensive; meaning its TAM is considerably smaller 
.   
 

YELP: FEWER PRODUCTS + HIGHER PRICE = SMALLER TAM 

DATA SOURCE: YELP FILINGS, COMPANY WEBSITES 

YELP 

YP.com DXM 
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YELP SHORT: THESIS SUMMARY 

ABSURD ATTRITION RATE TO GET WORSE 
We estimate that YELP is losing the majority of its local advertising customers on an annual basis. 
Macroeconomic headwinds will exasperate the issue, but more importantly, the risk will increase 
each year regardless. 

TAM IS A FRACTION OF WHAT’S ADVERTISED 
Estimates vary for YELP’s total addressable US market, YELP has estimated as high as 27M….In 
reality, it’s closer to 170K.  

2014 CONSENSUS LOFTY/2015 UNATTAINABLE 
Consensus revenues imply an acceleration in new account growth/penetration rates and/or 
improving attrition rates through 2015, we're expecting the opposite 

1 

3 
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Key Drivers 

1. New Accounts 

2. Lost Accounts 

 

 

YELP’S KEY FUNDAMENTAL DRIVERS 

YELP’s attrition issues have gone unnoticed because new account growth has been exceeding losses. But with 
increasing base of advertising accounts to lose, and highly penetrated TAM, things are going to get ugly. 
 

EVERYTHING ELSE IS JUST NOISE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

The spread between the two = 
YELP’s Q/Q Account Growth 
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THE RISK GROWS EACH YEAR 

As the starting customer base grows, the attrition risk grows with it.  To compensate, new account growth needs 
to accelerate each year, which means penetration levels would need to accelerate too. 

WITH AN INCREASING CUSTOMER (ATTRITION) BASE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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2014 ESTIMATES ARE LOFTY 

Either Attrition Rates need to improve from 2013 levels, or New Account Growth on a per-market basis needs to 
maintain 2013 levels. Neither is likely; especially with macroeconomic headwinds we highlighted earlier. 

IMPLIES IMPROVEMENTS OVER 2013 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

2013 Averages 
• Account Growth/Market: 31.7%* 
• Quarterly Attrition Rate: 18.5% 
 
* Excludes 2.2K accounts migrated from Qype in 4Q13 

1Q14 
• Account Growth/Market: 22.5% 
• Quarterly Attrition Rate: 18.6%* 
 
* Excludes 2.2K accounts migrated from Qype in 4Q13 
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2015 ESTIMATES ARE INSANE 

YELP would need to produce historically low Attrition Rates and sustain its +30% growth rate in new account 
growth/market to hit 2015 estimates, and this is based on Consensus 2014 Estimates, not Hedgeye’s. 

NO OTHER WAY TO PUT IT 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

Notes 
•  2015 Scenario Analysis is using 

Consensus 2014 Estimates as Base 
Revenue  

 
• Consensus Implied Ending Accounts 

of 131K would imply 70%-77% US 
penetration of YELP’s realistic TAM 
(depends on int’l mix) 
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HEDGEYE BULL/BEAR CASE 

The Model Drivers are in BLUE text. Both cases assume new account growth continues to accelerate in 
absolute terms. Both cases assume annual attrition rates improve. 

 BULL CASE = BEST CASE           BEAR CASE ≠ WORST CASE 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG  

Note: Both cases 
assume 16 new 
markets per year 
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VALUATION: HEDGEYE VS. CONSENSUS 

Growth expectations can explain the P/S multiples across the group. If growth expectations collapse, the 
multiple will collapse with it.  Given the growth profiles, YELP should trade closer to LNKD. 

EXPECTATIONS DRIVES THE STOCK 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 

YELP CONSENUS ESTIMATES YELP HEDGEYE BULL CASE 
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YELP: SUMMARY TAKEAWAYS 

YELP’S ATTRITION ISSUES WILL ONLY GET WORSE 
YELP’s prior year growth creates its current year headwind moving forward since it can’t retain 
the bulk of its customers.  As its customer base grows, its attrition risk grows with it.   

YELP’S TAM CAN’T SUPPORT ITS BUSINESS MODEL 
Its addressable market is much smaller than it believes it to be.  It’s model of driving new account 
growth in excess of its absurd attrition rates can’t continue indefinitely.  This will become more 
evident in 2H14/2015. 

STOCK IS GOING TO COLLAPSE 
YELP trades on growth expectations, which we expect will collapse by this time next year.  We 
believe a 7x 2015 multiple is more appropriate given a comparable growth profile to LNKD, That 
means YELP isn’t worth more than $45…on our bull case. 

1 

2 

3 
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DON’T GET BAITED 

RISING CUSTOMER REPEAT RATE IS NOT GOOD 
We expect this number to rise, but that’s because we expect new account growth to slow.  
Remember, this a measure of customer mix, not retention.  If the repeat rate grows, then its new 
account contribution is declining, which means growth will become more challenging. 

THIS YEAR’S STRENGTH = NEXT YEAR’S WEAKNESS 
Near-term upside is a sign of future headwinds, not tailwinds.  YELP’s customer base is its 
attrition risk.  The more accounts it enters 2015 with, the more it has to lose, and the more it must 
drive accelerating new account growth to compensate.   

CAREFUL WITH MANAGEMENT COMMENTARY 
Management is now on the defensive, and its response to date has been vague at best. The only 
question that matters is "What percentage of your current customers have been advertising 
and/or generating revenue for YELP for more than a year?" Everything else is just noise. 

1 

2 

3 



REFUTING THE PUSHBACK 
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1. Can’t Calculate Attrition Rate 

2. Salesforce Couldn’t Compensate for Attrition 

3. Cohort Growth is Too Strong  

4. Business Failures Driving Attrition 

5. Deal Churn Driving Attrition 

6. Seasonality Driving Attrition 

PUSHBACK: WHAT WE’VE HEARD 

But we are going to entertain each point as if it is plausible, then we’ll refute it.  But more importantly, despite all 
the pushback, YELP has never explicitly refuted anything we’ve said. 

THESE ARE SMOKESCREENS 
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1Q14 EXAMPLE (unadjusted) 
 

1. YELP had 67K customers in 4Q13  
 

2. YELP had 74K customers in 1Q14  
 

3. 1Q14 Customer Repeat Rate was 75% 
 

4. 1Q14 Repeating Customers: 55K (74K x 75%) 
 

 

5. YELP had 67K customers in 4Q13, but only 
55K repeating customers in 1Q14, so it lost 
12K (55K-67K) customers, or 17.9% of its 
customers from 4Q13. 

CAN’T CALCULATE ATTRITION RATE? 

Management is being very selective with its language.  YELP isn’t refuting our attrition thesis, it’s just saying 
that that we can’t calculate the rate…the math above on the quarterly rate is explicit. 

REALITY: THERE’S NO DENYING THE QUARTERLY RATE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & HEDGEYE  ESTIMATES 
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CAN’T CALCULATE ATTRITION RATE? 

Management is referring to the annual rate, and that is only because we can’t prove where its lost accounts are 
coming from (starting vs. new customers).  But, YELP is not saying that this isn’t happening. 

REALITY: RATE IN QUESTION, YELP NOT DENYING ATTRITION 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS, HEDGEYE  

Lost/Starting Customers: 96% 
New/Ending Customers: 98% 

Lost/Starting Customers: 90% 
New/Ending Customers: 95% 
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CAN’T CALCULATE ATTRITION RATE? 

Why is the TTM sum of new customers comparable to its total active customers? Why is the TTM sum of lost 
customers comparable to what YELP started the prior-year period with?  

REALITY: THIS IS WHAT’S HAPPENING 
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SALESFORCE ISN’T THIS EFFECTIVE? 

The pushback is that YELP’s salesforce couldn’t compensate for its attrition issues we highlighted.  Truth is that 
if it wasn’t, then it’s salesforce would be wildly unproductive (i.e. unprofitable). 

REALITY: IT WOULD BE THE EXACT OPPOSITE 
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EARLY COHORTS TOO STRONG? 

Roughly half of YELP’s TAM resides in the early cohorts, which YELP was slow to penetrate.  By 4Q10, YELP 
only had ~300K claimed businesses out 1.9M potential employer businesses (16% penetration). 

REALITY: YELP HAS BEEN SLOW TO PENETRATE 
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BUSINESS FAILURES TO BLAME 

It’s plausible that US failure rates are 15%-20% annually, but that is ~4%-5% quarterly; well below YELP’s 
quarterly attrition rate.  Regardless, are businesses on the brink of failure advertising with YELP to begin with? 

REALITY: NOT HIGH ENOUGH TO EXPLAIN ATTRITION 
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DEAL CHURN DRIVING ATTRITION? 

First, that assumes no overlap with any of its local advertising customers.  Second, if that was the case, we 
would be double-counting lost accounts somewhere, and the numbers wouldn’t tie out.  That’s not the case.  

REALITY: WE WOULD HAVE SEEN IT IN YELP’S METRICS 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS  

Note: Account Metrics in 000s 
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SEASONALITY DRIVING ATTRITION? 

First, most contracts are on annual terms.  Second, the repeat rate covers 5 quarters (current & LTM), so if a 
customer comes back, it would be inflating the repeating customers, and quarterly attrition would be worse. 

REALITY: THEN YELP’S ATTRITION IS ACTUALLY WORSE 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS  

Note: Account Metrics in 000s 



ACQUISITION TARGET? 
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YELP TO BE ACQUIRED? 

WHO’S THE BUYER? 
YELP has an EV value of roughly $5 billion.  There are only a handful of companies that can 
afford to pay that without leverage or considerably diluting their stock.  Even if there is a buyer, 
the opportunity cost would be enormous if YELP doesn’t live up to expectations. 

WHERE ARE THE SYNERGIES? 
YELP must continually invest in its salesforce to drive account growth in excess of its attrition.  
Meaning the acquirer would need to do the same, or risk a collapse in YELP’s model.  One way 
or another, the ROI would prove negative. 

IS IT WORTH THE RISK? 
First, If YELP is acquired, than the acquirer/advisors would need to turn a blind eye to all its 
issues.  If YELP is acquired, it will be a disaster that we will be talking about for years.  There 
are only a couple of acquiring companies that we wouldn’t short on the news. 

1 

2 

3 
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WHO’S THE BUYER 

There are only a handful of companies that can afford YELP without leverage and/or equity dilution; most of 
which operate in unrelated industries.  The wildcard is YHOO (post Alibaba IPO). 

THERE AREN’T MANY THAT COULD AFFORD YELP 
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WHERE ARE THE SYNERGIES? 

YELP is barely producing account growth above its sales rep hire rate, which means growth is dependent on 
salesforce expansion.  YELP’s TAM can’t support this indefinitely, but worse, what happens if hiring slows? 

THERE IS NO OPERATING LEVERAGE 
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IS IT WORTH THE RISK? 

For YELP to be acquired, the acquirer must look past all of its issues.  If that happens, there are only a few 
companies we wouldn’t be shorting on the news.   

+$5 BILLION IS A HARD MISTAKE TO RECOVER FROM 



FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

SALES@HEDGEYE.COM 
203.562.6500 



APPENDIX 



YELP 1Q14 RECAP 
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YELP 1Q14 TAKEAWAYS 

1Q14 APPEARED STRONG AT FACE VALUE… 
YELP beat estimates, and raised guidance.  Growth across cohorts remained strong, and its 
stated “customer repeat rate” of 75% was a reported all-time high. 

BUT DEEPER DIVE SUGGESTS OTHERWISE 
The top-line beat was relatively small, and largely aided by Branding revenues, which 
management low-balled on initial guidance.  YELP’s attrition rate accelerated, and new account 
growth slowed; and international revenues may have declined. 

NOW WE'RE MORE BEARISH 
We published a note stating that the stronger YELP’s 1Q results, the more bearish we’d become.  
1Q14 wasn’t that strong, but consensus thought it was.  In turn, raising the bar (estimates), and 
making it tougher to continue delivering top-line beats/guidance raises; especially in 2015. 

1 

2 

3 
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MILD OUTPERFORMANCE 

Branding revenues was the likely source of upside (1Q14 up 58%, 2014 guidance of 10%). More importantly, 
YELP appears to be having more difficulty producing upside to consensus expectations, which are rising. 

SMALL BEATS ON BOTH FRONTS 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG 
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EARLY COHORTS STILL STRONG… 

The size of the markets in the early cohorts suggests YELP’s TAM is concentrated there.  What’s concerning is 
the marked slowdown in growth in the later cohorts, which suggests market expansion has limited runway. 

THEY BETTER BE   

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & TRANSCRIPTS 
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INTERNATIONAL GROWTH? 

If true, this is very alarming.  We can’t say for sure since we are basing these metrics on management’s stated 
international revenue %.  But we can say that Int’l doesn’t look like much of a growth driver. 

MANAGEMENT COMMENTS IMPLY 1Q14 DECLINE 
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1Q14: LOWEST % OF NEW ACCOUNTS 

Customer Repeat Rate is a measure of mix, not retention.  The reported 75% is an all-time reported high, which 
also means the new account contribution was an all-time reported low. 

CUSTOMER REPEAT RATE TELLING TWO STORIES 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & TRANSCRIPTS 
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ATTRITION RATE ACCELERATED 

YELP migrated 2.2K Qype accounts in 4Q13, which essentially are acquired vs. organic growth; hence deflating 
the metric.  After backing out, 1Q14 attrition rate remained accelerated to18.6%. 

QYPE TRANSITION SKEWED RESULTS 

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY TRANSCRIPTS 
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OMINOUS SIGNS? 

YELP’s Account growth is the spread between New & Lost Customers.  Looking at this data on a per-market 
basis paints a worse picture, and is a glimpse into the future as the yield from market expansion wanes.    

SPREAD COMPRESSED (NET ACCOUNT GROWTH)  

DATA SOURCE: COMPANY REPORTS & TRANSCRIPTS 
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WE’RE NOW MORE BEARISH 

After the 1Q14 release, consensus revenues are up for both 2014 & 2015.  But more importantly, the 2015 
growth rate is also up following an earnings release that reinforced our view the YELP running out of track. 

CONSENSUS RAISING THE BAR 

DATA SOURCE: BLOOMBERG 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 

SALES@HEDGEYE.COM 
203.562.6500 
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